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Letter to the Editor

ment of depression. Therefore, this study investigated the longitu-
dinal time-varying association between engagement with hobbies 
and depressive symptoms later in life.

Data came from 8,780 adults aged 50+ from the English Lon-
gitudinal Study of Ageing, with biennial measures from 2004/5 to 
2016/17 [8]. We used self-reported engagement with hobbies and 
measured depression using the Centre for Epidemiological Studies 
Depression scale. We used fixed-effects regression models, which 
explore within-person variation with individuals serving as their 
own reference point, compared with themselves over time. So, all 
time-invariant covariates, such as childhood exposure to hobbies, 
intelligence, genetics, personality, medical history, and social class, 
are accounted for, even if unobserved [9]. Further, fixed-effects 
regression allows us to assess the dynamic relationship between 
changes in hobbies over time, with changes in depression, whilst 
controlling for changes in confounding factors (see online suppl. 
materials for further methods; for all online suppl. material, see 
www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000503571).

Of the 8,780 participants, 55.0% were female and the majority 
(97.7%) were white. Participants had a mean age of 66.9 years (SD 
10.1, range 52–99). At baseline, 71.9% reported having a hobby or 
pastime, and 15.6% were above the threshold for depression using the 
Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). Sample 
characteristics are provided in online supplementary Table 1. 

When controlling for all identified time-varying confounders, 
taking up a hobby was associated with a decrease in depressive 
symptoms (coefficient –0.28, 95% CI –0.34 to –0.23) and a 30% 
lower odds of experiencing depression (OR 0.70, 95% CI 0.64 to 
0.76) (Table 1). Whilst around 16% of the association was ex-
plained by time-varying demographic and health-related factors, 
and a further 7% was explained by time-varying reading habits, 
social engagement, and physical activity, the rest of the association 
was independent of all of these factors.

Our results were consistently found amongst both men and 
women, those who were free from depression at baseline, and those 
who already had depression at baseline. Findings remained robust 
after sensitivity analyses adjusting for available free time and mon-
ey, using a broader definition of hobby, using alternative thresh-
olds for depression, including self-reported physician diagnoses of 
mental illness, and applying time-lagged analyses to explore the 
direction of association.

We also simulated an intervention whereby participants who did 
not have a hobby might be referred to take part in a community ac-
tivity that involved taking up a hobby. First, we restricted the sample 
to those who were free from depression at baseline and did not have 
a hobby. For these participants, taking up a hobby was associated 
with the maintenance of lower levels of depressive symptoms (fully 
adjusted model coefficient –0.26, 95% CI –0.34 to –0.17) and a 32% 
lower odds of developing depression (fully adjusted model with the 
binary outcome coding reversed to show incidence, OR 0.68, 95% CI 
0.56–0.83). Second, we restricted the sample to those who had de-

Dear Editor,
There is increasing interest in referring primary care patients 

to non-medical sources of support within the community [1]. 
Commonly referred to as “social prescribing”, this is most often 
undertaken for mental health, especially for patients with mild-
moderate depression for which traditional medical approaches 
have not been found to be as effective as for more severe depression 
[2]. One of the popular activities in pilot studies has been encour-
aging patients to engage in activities that support the uptake of new 
hobbies, such as groups or societies that involve making music, 
drawing, handicrafts such as sewing, carpentry, collecting, or mod-
el-making. These activities are related to other leisure activities 
such as volunteering in that they provide distraction, novelty, cog-
nitive stimulation, belongingness as well as enhancing coping skills 
and agency and (when engaged in as part of a group) provide social 
support, all of which are positively associated with mental health. 
But hobbies specifically also provide sensual engagement, self-ex-
pression, creativity, and relaxation [3]. 

In relation to depression, intervention studies have reported 
benefits from engaging in hobbies such as arts activities [4, 5]. 
However, they are limited by small sample sizes, short follow-up, 
and often focus on specific engagement with an initial group in-
volving hobby participation rather than any ongoing home-based 
hobby engagement that may follow. Larger cross-sectional studies 
have shown associations between hobbies and lower depressive 
symptoms [6], while some longitudinal studies have shown asso-
ciations between specific hobbies and depressive symptoms [7]. 
However, such studies have treated hobby engagement as static, 
and it remains unclear whether dynamic changes in hobby engage-
ment are associated with changes in depression over time, and 
whether such hobbies provide support in the prevention or treat-
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pression at baseline and did not have a hobby. For these participants, 
taking up a hobby was associated with an improvement in depressive 
symptoms (fully adjusted model coefficient –0.49, 95% CI –0.69 to 
–0.28) and a 272% higher odds of recovering from that depression 
(fully adjusted model with the binary outcome coding reversed to 
show recovery, OR 2.72, 95% CI 2.09–3.53).

This study has a number of strengths including its large rep-
resentative sample, repeated longitudinal follow-up, and robust 
statistical approach. Nevertheless, analyses were limited by the 
data included in ELSA, so the effects of antidepressant use could 
not be analysed. However, previous research shows hobby en-
gagement is not altered by taking medication, suggesting that 
medication would not technically act as a confounder [10]. Fur-
ther, the CES-D is not a clinical diagnostic tool for depression. 

However, different thresholds and consideration of self-reported 
diagnosis did not affect results. Our sample was predominantly 
white British, so whether results can be generalised to other pop-
ulations remains to be explored. Finally, it remains unknown 
whether participants took part in hobbies with others. Analyses 
showed consistent results when adjusting for level of social in-
teraction, suggesting results were independent of any social en-
gagement that occurred from taking part in hobbies. But wheth-
er social hobbies have a stronger association remains to be fur-
ther explored.

Our findings support the ongoing work of clinicians, psycholo-
gists, psychotherapists, and social workers in using social prescrib-
ing of hobbies as a supplement to patients’ existing care plans (al-
though care should continue to be taken to ensure the suitability 

Table 1. Longitudinal time-varying associations between having a hobby and depression using fixed effects regression models 

Depressive symptoms (continuous) Depression (binary)

coefficient 95% CI p OR 95% CI p

Main analyses
Model 1 –0.45 –0.50 to –0.39 <0.001 0.57 0.52 to 0.62 <0.001
Model 2 –0.33 –0.39 to –0.28 <0.001 0.66 0.60 to 0.72 <0.001
Model 3 –0.28 –0.34 to –0.23 <0.001 0.70 0.64 to 0.76 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 61,460 (8,780) 27,020 (3,860)a

Subgroup analyses (all using model 3)
Men only –0.29 –0.35 to –0.21 <0.001 0.68 0.59 to 0.79 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 27,643 (3,949) 10,437 (1,491)a

Women only –0.28 –0.35 to –0.21 <0.001 0.72 0.64 to 0.81 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 33,817 (4.831) 16,583 (2,369)a

Free from depression at baseline –0.24 –0.29 to –0.18 <0.001 0.72 0.63 to 0.82 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 51,775 (7,401) 17,742 (2,536)a

With depression at baseline –0.35 –0.49 to –0.22 <0.001 1.38c 1.14 to 1.67 0.001
Total observations (individuals) 9,557 (1,379) 9,243 (1,321)a

Free from depression at baseline and no baseline hobbies –0.26 –0.34 to –0.17 <0.001 0.68 0.56 to 0.83 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 13,754 (2,008) 5,530 (803)a

With depression at baseline and no baseline hobbies –0.49 –0.69 to –0.28 <0.001 2.72c 2.09 to 3.53 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 4,154 (613) 4,049 (596)a

Sensitivity analyses (all using model 3)
Additionally adjusting for sufficient time and money –0.04 –0.05 to –0.03 <0.001 0.71 0.65 to 0.78 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 61,460 (8,780) 27,020 (3,860)a

Using a broader definition of hobby –0.04 –0.05 to –0.03 <0.001 0.70 0.63 to 0.77 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 61,460 (8,780) 27,020 (3,860)a

Using an alternative cut-off CES-D ≥3 – 0.70 0.64 to 0.76 0.001
Total observations (individuals) 38,577 (5,511)a

Additionally including physician diagnoses of depression –b 0.72 0.65 to 0.79 <0.001
Total observations (individuals) 28,091 (4,013)a

Accounting for time-lagged effects using the 
Arellano-Bond estimator –0.26 –0.34 to –0.19 <0.001 –d

Total observations (individuals) 43,900 (8,780)

Model 1 automatically accounts for all time-invariant factors even if unobserved (such as sex, ethnicity, educational degree, medical history, prior 
medication history, genetics, and individual stable risk factors). Model 2 additionally adjusts for time-variant factors that could act as confounders (age, 
wealth, employment status, eyesight, hearing, chronic pain, frequency of alcohol consumption, whether participants currently smoked, and presence of 
a chronic physical illness (including cancer, COPD, diabetes, angina, arthritis, or a stroke in the last 2 years). Model 3 additionally adjusts for further 
time-variant factors that could act as confounders but could potentially lie on the causal pathway (reading a daily newspaper, social engagement, and 
sedentary behaviours). All results reported show unstandardised fixed effects regression coefficients or odds ratios (OR). a Lower individual observations 
as xtlogit drop participants with all positive or all negative outcomes. b No change to previous analyses as physician diagnosis is separate from depression 
symptom score. c Binary outcome reversed to show odds ratio for recovery from depression given depression at baseline. d Arellano-Bond estimators can-
not be computed for binary outcomes.
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for each patient). Further, this study provides support for social 
prescriber link workers to explore patients’ current engagement 
and willingness to engage in new hobbies as an integral part of a 
social prescription.
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